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											Analytics for Auto traffic

											
												The most accurate License Plate Recognition Software, with a patent bending technology
											

											Get a demo version
										

									

								

							

						

					

				

				
				
				
					
						
							
								
									
										
											Don't mind about technical issues.

											
												Easy to install and use. It works with the cameras you are used to
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                    Metrici LPR at a glance

                    
                    
                    	Metrici, successfully designing a system that will provide the wanted solution for video analytics, traffic flow data, fleet management, parking tax collection and many more, using optical character recognition and license plate detection.
                    

                

            

            
        

        
            
            
                
                
                    
                        
                        EASY TO USE

                        Don't need to be a computer nerd to use Metrici LPR.

                    

                

                
                
                
                    
                        
                        DETAILED STATISTICS AND GREAT ACCURACY

                        You can be always sure you have all the necessary data at your disposal. Properly used, Metrici LPR never fails.

                    

                

                
                
                
                    
                        
                        EASY TO CUSTOMIZE

                        You need a special feature? Tell us about it and we will implement it.

                    

                

                
                
                
                    
                        
                        SECURITY

                        No one can delete or change the data in your program. Every action a user takes in Metrici LPR is recorded in a log file.
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                    Happy customers

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                    99.6

                    Detection rate %

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                    98

                    Accuracy %

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                    250

                    Maximum speed of a vehicle (km/h)

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                    50

                    Speed of detection (ms)

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                    10

                    Years of active software development

                

            

            
        

        
    

    





    
        
            
                
                    Our Products / Solutions

                    
                    
                    	We are a company on constant evolution. For this purpose we do not limit ourselves at providing software solutions, but also hardware components for best results.
                    

                

            

        

        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Metrici LPR

                        
                        	Is the software solution at the center of our business. Many features which are included are the results of interactions with our clients, integrators and end-users. 
						

                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Metrici Server Systems

                        
                        	We think that it is important to provide not just parts, but a system, not bits and pieces, but a working machine. Thus the need for PC Units tailored for every project.
                        

                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                       
                    

                    
                        Metrici Observer Radar

                        
                        	As a request from our partners, Metrici LPR developed an in-house speed radar to be used with the best results with the software.
                        	


                        

                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Metrici LED Display

                        
                        	Metrici LED Display is a special hardware solution created by Metrici for a better and practical integration with parking, residential, city or industrial installations where LED signs are usefull.
                        

                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Metrici LAN Controller

                        
                        	Metrici LAN controller it's a hardware device with web interface, which can send triggers from up to 4 inductive loops, open up to 4 barriers and also has RS-232 and RS-485 serial interfaces.
                        

                    

                

            

            
			
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Metrici PPD

                        
                        	Metrici PPD is a AI detection engine and interface designed for managing parking lots and its spaces with just the help  of IP cameras : open, underground, multistory, or especially street parkings. 
                        

                    

                

            

            
        

    






    
        
        	
        		
        			

        			

        			

        			

        			

                    See how our system works 

                    Watch live performance of Metrici LPR solution 

                

        	

            
                
                    Live view detection
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         				Last plate number: 
         				

         				Direction: 
         				

         				Time: 
         			

                

            

        

    






    
        
            
                
                    Benefits

                    
                    
                    	LPR is more than just recording data about license plates. It can get you to the next level of understanding how you relate to the businesses and people around you
                    

                

            

        

        
            
            
                
                    BETTER ANALYSIS OF THE TRAFFIC AROUND YOUR BUSINESS

                    
                    	Metrici LPR not only lets you see data, but also helps you understand its impact on your business, through a better reporting and an improved algorithm of detection. With our solution, you can make money out of understanding and predicting the traffic flow, pattern, clients, employees. You can award fidelity and prevent crimes.
                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    REAL TIME DATA AVAILABLE FROM ANY TYPE OF DEVICE

                    
                    	Access Metrici LPR reports, graphs and data anywhere you are, from any device you have. Metrici LPR allows you to be flexible and act fast. You can also check and change any settings in the program as you wish. See the flow of your business as it happens. Merge business analytics with everyday operations to gain insight and make the next decision. 
                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    EASILY INTEGRATED WITH THIRD PARTIES

                    
                    	We provide easy ways to integrate with weighing and software systems via open API (xml, json etc). Metrici LPR works on the equipment you are used to, in the custom scenarios you need. A good business is as much reinvention as it is about the technology. Take advantage of the tools you use to augment your impact and let the engineering work for you.
                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    ACCURATE DATA THROUGH GROUNDBREAKING TECHNOLOGY

                    
                    	Our patent pending technology offers you accurate and smart data, under the toughest circumstances. Poor light conditions and bad weather are not an obstacle for Metrici LPR.
                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    EASY TO INSTALL

                    
                    	The software has an all-in-one architecture, it's easy to install and requires no support tickets. In the unlikely situation you will need support, we provide it in English and Romanian via phone, Skype and Teamviewer.
                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    COST EFFICIENT

                    
                    	With Metrici LPR, the return of investment is guaranteed. In 6 to 10 months, depending on the complexity of your project, the costs are fully absorbed.
                    

                

            

            
        

    






    
        
            
                
                    We Are Ready to Help You

                    Get the Best Solution for Your Business

                    get a demo version
                

            

        

    






    
        
            
                
                    CASE STUDIES

                    
                    View what others use Metrici LPR for and how it helped them grow. Read about real-life examples of successful installations. Get inspiration for your work.
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                                    Full automation for weighing processes
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                                    500+parking spaces managed with PPD
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                                    Weighing Module
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                                    Barlad parking

                                    Parking, City Surveillance
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		OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM

		
	

	
		
			
				
					
					
						
							[image: Vlad Georgescu]
						

						Vlad has a 15+ year-experience in IT entrepreneurship and a 20+ year-experience in programming, system administration and linux. He is the technological brain of Metrici, but now is engaged into the role of coordinating the entire business line.

						Vlad Georgescu

						CEO

					

					
					
					
						
							[image: Adrian Pana]
						

						Adrian has over 20 years of experince into the field of IT systems administration and technical support. He is coordinating the building of Metrici's hardware systems and also the technical support department.

						Adrian Pana

						Technical Support Manager

					

					
					
					
						
							[image: Dragos Iancu]
						

						Dragos has a 10+ year experience in php, java and html programming. He is coordinating the software development of Metrici's applications for Parking, Tooling, Industrial Weighing and City Surveillance.

						Dragos Iancu

						Software Development Manager

					

					
					
					
						
							[image: Silviu Buica]
						

						Silviu has a 15+ years of experience in video postprocessing, marketing and public relations. Now, he is one of the main voices of Metrici, coordinating its market presence and public image.

						Silviu Buica

						Marketing and Communication Manager

					

					
				

			

		

	






    
        
            
                
                    RESOURCES

                    
                    
                    	The place to enter for technical data, useful information and requirements.
                    

                

            

        

        
            
            
                
                    Change log

                    
                        
                            
                            	Wonder how the software developed? See what is new and improved in the code.

                            
                        

                    

                    
                         See change log
                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    FAQ

                    
                        
                            
                            	Have a question? Try to see if you find the answer.
                            	

                            	Search our library.

                            
                        

                    

                    
                         Read Faq
                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    Downloads

                    
                        
                            Find useful user guides, datasheets, tested cameras and integration

                        

                    

                    
                         Download
                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    LICENSE ACTIVATION

                    
                        
                            Using the link below (Activate License) you can activate your license.
                        

                    

                    
                         Activate License
                    

                

            

            
        

        
    

    






    
        
            
                
                    Latest News

                    
                    
                    	Read about our most recent activities, implementations, our thinking on the issues that matter in business and management, latest developments on the market.
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                        	February 20, 2024
                            


                        Metrici 3.8 version upgrade 

                        read more
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                        ATM cassette loading survey

                        read more
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                        	March 7, 2022
                            


                        Why you need Metrici AI, how & where use it

                        read more
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                        	January 19, 2023
                            


                        Upgrade: Red Light Runner detection

                        read more
                    

                

            

			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
			
			
			
			
			
			
					
			
					

		
			
			
			
			
			
			
	
			
	
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
	
				
			
						
			
							
						
				
        				
        			
        	            
            
                View all latest news
            

        

        
    

    





    
        
            
                
                    KEEP IN TOUCH
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                        			Thanks for submitting your email! Our manager will contact you shortly.
                        		

                    		

                    		
                        		
                        			Please check form. Something went wrong.
                        		

                    		

                        

                    

                

                
            

            
                
                

                
            

        

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
			    
                
                    
                        about metrici 

                        
                        	Intensiva United is a Bucharest-based company, founded in 2010. 
    						Metrici is our brand name for advanced video analytics solutions, an answer to people and companies needs. Our passion for technology and expertise in computer vision are used by the best partners for making a better place to live in, a safer and smarter city. 
    						Metrici has one the widest range of applications based on video analytics and AI technologies so it positioned itself as one of the best companies in the world.  
							Be assured that every edition of our software proposals is always the strongest developed till present as Metrici keeps innovating in accurate recognition.
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	                             ATM cassette loading survey 
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	                             Update: Red Light Runner Detection
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	                            Integrated AI solutions for smart city build
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	                            Metrici, partner at Untold for the second time
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                        Contact Info

                        
                            
                            
                                
                                address

                                Tepes Voda Street, 17, district 2, 021521, Bucharest, Romania

                            

                            
                            
                            
                                
                                phone

                                +4031 405 69 20

                            

                            
                            
                            
                                
                                Email

                                sales@metrici.ro

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                website

                                www.metrici.ro
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